“

“Archivists have a moral professional
responsibility to balance that support
given to the status quo by giving equal
voice to those groups that too often have
been marginalized and silenced.”
Randall Jimerson
Western Washington University
Former President, Society of American Archivists
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acknowledging and
learning from
critiques of
whiteness and
structural inequality

tradition
neutrality
objectivity

Race & Archives
Theories and solutions

SOCIAL JUSTICE: A DEFINITION FOR ARCHIVES

Social justice
strives toward
full human recognition
fair and just
(re)distribution of power
full and equal participation
acknowledgement and
remediation of historical
inequalities with specific
measures

Social justice
strives against
dominance and systemic
inequities
disrespect
marginalization
exclusion
non-recognition

From Duff, W., et al, “Social
Justice Impact of Archives: A
Preliminary Investigation,” Archival
Science, 2013.

“

“CRT techniques of evidential rectifying
could be useful to archival discourse in
terms of broadening notions of what
constitutes a record, the role of human
subjects documented as co-creators of
the record, and assumptions about
archives and archivists as neutral third
parties in the preservation and use of the
record and other forms of historical
evidence.”
Anthony W. Dunbar
UCLA Department of Information Studies

COMMON DEMANDS ACROSS UNIVERSITIES

Student
support
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Race & Campus Communities

Creating a culture of equity and
safety for students of color,
including mental health
resources, student group
funding, and career
development opportunities
which acknowledge real world
systemic oppression.

Diverse faculty
Increase the number of people
of color on university faculty and
staff, particularly in tenure track
positions, to reflect a diverse
curriculum.

Diversity
training
Mandatory anti-racism and
cultural competency training for
incoming students, along with
faculty and staff, to ensure a
campus community capable of
addressing oppressive incidents
in an appropriate and equitable
manner.

Protest movements and demands for change

University
accountability
Creation of a direct line of
contact between school
administration and students
where concerns can be voiced
and addressed without
bureaucratic delays.

Curriculum
changes
Institutional support for courses
and departments focused on
Africana studies, Latina/o
studies, and Indigenous studies.
Core courses which reflect
these curriculum changes.

Diverse student
body
Increase the number of students
of color who are recruited, apply
to, are admitted, receive
financial aid, attend, and are
retained by the school.
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Archives & Campus Communities
Academic and community support

CONCLUSION

Bringing race, archives, and campus communities together

Archives

Race

College Campuses

Thanks!

ANY QUESTIONS?
You can find me at:
rogova@simmons.edu
@thealtlibrarian (striving towards tweeting better)
lisedforum.wordpress.com

